
DEVIN JOHNSON AND CODY HARVEY ARE
LEADERS IN CORPORATE PODCASTING

Devin Johnson is Revolutionizing The Corporate

Podcasting Industry

Podcasting is Making An Impact on ROI in

Corporate Leadership and Marketing and

Devin Johnson and Cody Harvey are

Leading with "No Title Necessary"

Podcast.

INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA, UNITED

STATES, May 24, 2023

/EINPresswire.com/ -- Kennected Inc, a

cutting-edge tech company at the

forefront of digital marketing, is

revolutionizing the industry with its

dynamic podcast platform. Under the

visionary leadership of CEOs Cody

Harvey and Devin Johnson, Kennected

Inc has emerged as a dominant force

in the podcasting landscape,

connecting businesses and individuals

through the power of audio

storytelling.

Harnessing the power of podcasting as

a marketing tool, Harvey and Johnson have created a remarkable lineup of influential guests,

captivating listeners from around the globe. Their commitment to excellence is evident in the

caliber of personalities they have invited to share their insights on their podcast.

Renowned experts such as Jim Kwik, Devid Meltzer, Ramon Ray, Mike Ciorrocco, and more have

graced the Kennected Inc podcast, offering invaluable knowledge and experiences to a growing

audience. By providing a platform for these accomplished individuals to share their expertise,

Harvey and Johnson have cultivated an engaged community of listeners eager to learn and

connect.

The success of the Kennected Inc podcast lies in its ability to bridge the gap between technology

and personal connections. With each episode, Harvey and Johnson demonstrate their deep

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://kennected.io
https://www.notitlenecessary.com/
https://www.notitlenecessary.com/
https://www.notitlenecessary.com/


understanding of the power of human connection and the role it plays in effective marketing

strategies. By fostering authentic conversations and facilitating meaningful interactions, they

have established a loyal following of professionals seeking inspiration and industry insights.

The impact of the Kennected Inc podcast extends far beyond the airwaves. Through their

innovative approach to podcasting, Harvey and Johnson have enabled businesses to forge

meaningful relationships and elevate their marketing efforts. By leveraging the podcast as a tool

for connection, Kennected Inc has transformed the way organizations approach digital

marketing, unlocking new avenues for growth and success.

As the CEOs of Kennected Inc, Cody Harvey, and Devin Johnson are trailblazers in the tech

industry. Their commitment to harnessing the potential of podcasting as a marketing tool has

set a new standard for digital engagement and brand building. Through their leadership,

Kennected Inc continues to inspire and empower individuals and businesses alike, fostering

connections that drive innovation and success.
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